for Health Research recently suggested
that patients with ‘Long COVID’ may
well represent four subgroups of clinical
syndromes, and therefore have different
rehabilitation needs.2
Often patients report symptoms that are
refractory, intermittent, or resolve before
returning in episodic bouts (these include
(muscle aches, chest pains, dyspnoea,
and fatigue), many of which are relative
contraindications to exercise.3 The reality of
COVID is that the clinical course of infection
and recovery does not fit clearly defined
categories (of mild, moderate, or severe
illness) and symptoms rarely fit into the
binary category of cardiac or non-cardiac.
In addition to this, patients’ rehabilitation
goals are very individual and often relate to
their pre-morbid status, and this requires
a tailored approach that takes into account
the physical demands of their day-to-day
activities and occupation.
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due to immature nasolacrimal duct
formation, which requires no treatment
unless it fails to improve by 1 year of age.
Ophthalmia neonatorum, whether bacterial
or viral, requires urgent secondary care
input for full assessment and treatment.2
As discussed in the article by Maqsood and
Mahmood, eye infections in the newborn are
unlikely to present with features that clearly
distinguish benign infections from more
significant causes. While the frequency
with which HSV causes eye infections in
newborns is not stated, we presume that
it is uncommon enough that many GPs
will not see a case during their career. It is
difficult to have a high index of suspicion for
such a specific yet infrequently occurring
event. We therefore suggest that primary
care practitioners need only to distinguish
infective from non-infective causes of
ocular discharge in neonates, and urgently
refer all neonates with suspected infection,
while avoiding unnecessary treatment for a
newborn with a blocked tear duct.
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Ophthalmia
neonatorum and the
role of primary care
We thank Maqsood and Mahmood for
their article on herpes simplex keratitis
in neonates,1 which includes pointers on
distinguishing HSV keratitis from other
infective causes. While this is an interesting
clinical point, we feel that it lacks a primary
care perspective. ‘Sticky eye’ is a common
presentation in newborns, and is usually

ago, the Department of Health published its
white paper on End of Life Care Strategy;2 in
it, four elements were considered (dignity
in treatment, adequate symptom control,
familiar surroundings, and people).
To achieve ‘a good death’, having the
right conversation is paramount; equally is
having adequate coordination among the
different professionals looking after the
patient, the origin of the Electronic Palliative
Care Coordination Systems (EPaCCS)
currently in use in different shapes and
forms across the UK.3 The ability to have
early anticipatory drugs as part of advanced
care plans shared among organisations
(district nursing, out of hours, GPs) is a core
element.4–6
The question is whether anticipatory
drugs are the initial step, as it seems
implied in the article, or whether it is
the careful discussion with patients and
families of the end of the road and the
planning of all aspects of care, of sharing
information, of required coordination, of
support available.
The use of anticipatory drugs should not
be discussed in isolation. Understanding
the patient’s preferences for end-of-life
care, including preferred options for the
place of care as well as the place of death,
and any other personal views, must take
place. A coordinated and holistic approach
is the only way to achieve a good death.
Pablo Millares Martin,
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